Warﬁghter Scenario & Operations Rules
Mission Rules
Each Mission is stand‐alone and all eﬀects end at the end of the Mission.

Operation Rules
An Operation links two or more Missions into an on‐going assignment.
All Wounds suﬀered during the previous Mission are Healed.
You must purchase Soldiers, Weapons, and Equipment as normal at the start of each Mission.
Each Skill card purchased with Campaign Points during the previous Missions must be assigned
to the purchasing Soldier. These Skill cards do not have to be repurchased for the new Mission.

Sitrep Cards
Do not use Sitrep cards in conjunction with a Scenario or Operation. All the special rules are
already included in each Mission and Operation.

Rules
If a Mission or Operation rule contradicts a normal game rule, the Mission or Operation’s rule
takes priority.

Cluster Huts (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

Your men need to cross the river and blow up a cluster of huts being
used to make drugs for export to Europe. Satellite images show the
drug huts are in a condensed area of the jungle, so you’ll need to get
close. Good luck commander.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Jungle/Cartel
River Approach/Drug Huts

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Your United Kingdom Soldiers, Gear, and Skills have been pre‐selected
for you. You must take the following:
Thompson (Soldier): L119A1 Carbine, L109A1 Grenades x4, Red Dot
Sight, First Aid Kit, Canteen, IOTV, MOLLE, Close Combat.
Edwards (NPS). York (Squad).

Special Mission Rules:

You must be in the Objective card to inﬂict Kills on the Drug Huts.
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Sneak Attack (by Holly Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

They should never know you were there. Use only stealth weapons,
walk in the shadows, whisper death. Your goal is to slip past every
insurgent in the Middle East. Get to your objective and bring that
hostage home.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgent
Helo Insert/Hostage Rescue

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Your Russian Soldier, Gear, and Skills have been pre‐selected for you.
You must take the following:
Vedenin (Soldier): VSS Carbine (Suppressed), Extra Ammo, Hydration
Pack, Ghost, Evasion, Stealth Combat, Marksman, Sunglasses
Kasyanov (Soldier): VSS Carbine (Suppressed), Hydration Pack, Ghost,
Evasion, Stealth Combat, Marksman, Sunglasses

Special Mission Rules:

You may only inﬂict Kills with Stealth Attacks.

Aluminum Confetti (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

We’re deploying your men to the Jungle and the plane leaves in under
an hour so get them moving. We’ve ﬁnally managed to track down
the sudden inﬂux of drugs back home, and your squad is going to
blow it out of the sky. You are to destroy this plane beyond salvage.
Take some serious ﬁrepower.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Jungle/Cartel
Rushed/Drug Plane

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Your United States Soldiers, Gear, and Skills have been pre‐selected
for you. You must take the following:
Giacomelli (Soldier): MP5 SMG, Close Combat Laser Sight, Knee/Elbow
Pads, MOLLE, FIM‐92 Stinger x2.
Thomas (Soldier): MK16 SCAR‐L Riﬂe, ACOG Sight, M67 Grenades x2,
Fast Reload.
Samaniego (NPS). Hunter (Squad).

Special Mission Rules:

Subtract 2 from the Entrance cost of all Location and Objective cards.
Treat the Drug Plane as being: an Aircraft, +1 Range, and a 2 Turn
Limit instead of its normal 1 Turn Limit. The Objective card can only be
Destroyed by an FIM‐92 Stinger.
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An Army of One (by Holly Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

After ﬁnding the location of a meeting of cartel bosses, you and your
team were sent to take them out. Unfortunately, you were separated
from your team during a series of running ﬁghts.
While your team engages local forces, you attempt to ﬁnish the
Mission on your own.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Jungle/Cartel
Covert/VIP Sit‐Down

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Receive 50 Resource points instead of 37. Your US Soldier, Gear, and
Skills have been pre‐selected for you. You must take the following:
Stone III (Soldier): MK16 SCAR‐L Riﬂe, M67 Grenades x3, Knee/Elbow
Pads, Breaching Charge, Hydration Pack, First Aid Kit, MOLLE, M3
Gustav with 2 Rockets, G22 Pistol, GPS Watch, and Fast Reload. Recon
the Location Kill Zone

Special Mission Rules:

Recalculate your Resource point value at the start of every Soldier
Turn.

Travel Light (by Holly Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

You and your team have the opportunity to take out an enemy
headquarters. We can’t get you close without tipping our hand (and
your location). Travel light and use your skills to make this Mission a
success. Good‐Luck.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgent
On Foot/Enemy HQ

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Your US Soldiers, Gear, and Skills have been pre‐selected for you. You
must take the following:
Thomas (Soldier): M16A2 Riﬂe, M67 Grenades x2, MICH Helmet,
Evasion, Marksman.
Seitz (Soldier): M16A2 Riﬂe, M67 Grenades x2, MREs, MICH Helmet,
Evasion, Marksman.
Giacomelli (Soldier): M16A2 Riﬂe, M67 Grenades x2, First Aid Kit,
MICH Helmet, Evasion, Marksman.

Special Mission Rules:

None
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Mosul Op (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission #1 Brieﬁng:

Listen up Captain, this won’t be easy. Your men are to make their way
through the city of Mosul, and clear out any hostiles you encounter
on your way to your objective. The insurgents have been targeting our
bases with explosives made at a bomb shop we’ve managed to track
down thanks to an informant. We’re dropping you by helicopter to get
you closer to your objective. They have gotten news of our approach,
and are clearing out, so get there on the double.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgents
Helo Insert/Bomb Shop

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Retrieve the “Refugees” Event card from the Hostile deck at the start
of the game. Treat every Location and the Objective as having the
“Refugees” Event card present. Treat the “Refugees” Event card as
having a Hostile value of 0.

Special Mission Rules:

Treat the “Bomb Shop” Objective as being 1 Location card closer,
reduce its Hostile value by 3, and treat it as having a NONE Reinforce.

Outcome Rules:

If this Missions ends in failure, end the operation. The Operation also
ends in failure. If the Mission succeeds, the Player Soldiers receive a
total of 5 Campaign Points to purchase new Skill cards.

Mission #2 Brieﬁng:

Good work taking out the Bomb Shop Captain, our troops are sleeping
safer now. Your work has been noticed by high command, and you are
in line for promotion. However, you’ve been given a long mission with
multiple objectives before your paper work clears. You’ll be hitting
two targets. First, a Command APC driven by a mid level Insurgent
Leader. Second, we believe that in killing him, you’ll draw out the
Insurgent Chieftain of the area. He’s a tough man and has plenty of
followers for protection. We have also gotten word that he has ties to
the local Military, so be careful, he may have some powerful
weaponry with him. As a bonus, you’ll get a resupply after destroying
the Command APC. By killing both of these men, we’ll be able to
move in and stabilize the area. Good luck out there Captain.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgent
In and Out/Command APC and Insurgent Chieftain
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Special Set‐Up Rules:

Place the Command APC on the 5th Location card. Place the Insurgent
Chieftain on the 10th Location card. Activate both Objective cards as
normal. Retrieve 1 “Leader” card and place it next to the “Command
APC” Objective card. Retrieve 1 Military “BMP‐1” card and place it
next to the “Insurgent Chieftain” Objective card.

Special Mission Rules:

When you activate the “Command APC” Objective card, treat the
“Leader” Hostile card as being the ﬁrst Hostile card drawn. Treat the
Leader as having a Hostile value of 0, and do not move the Leader
during the Close Range steps. Continue drawing Hostile cards as
normal. When you Destroy the Command APC and the initial "Leader"
placed, discard all Hostiles in the Objective card. You do not gain any
experience points for the discarded Hostile cards. When you Destroy
the “Command APC”, the team receives 25 Resource points of
Weapons/Equipment cards. Loadout limitations apply as normal.
When you activate the “Insurgent Chieftain” Objective card, treat the
Military “BMP‐1” Hostile card as being the ﬁrst Hostile card drawn.
Treat it as having a Hostile value of 0, and do not move the BMP‐1
during the Close Range steps.

Knighthood (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

This isn’t looking good boys, the General has been captured by some
bloody terrorists while going out for some “Peace talks”. You are to
get him out at any expense. He’ll be in bad shape, so you may need to
assist him. Get him home safe, good luck commander.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgent
Short Patrol/Hostage Rescue

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Only British Soldiers allowed. Each Soldier starts with 2 XP.

Special Mission Rules:

Expend 1 Action per turn on the General to assist him in moving.
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Air Support (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

Get on your feet and into the Blackhawk waiting for you. One of our
civvie contractors has got himself grabbed by the insurgents. It gets
worse, the civvie is being moved to a location deeper in hostile
territory. On the good side, I’ve managed to pull a MQ‐9 Reaper to ﬂy
overwatch for your squad.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Military
In and Out/Hostage Rescue

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Pre‐Equip any 1 Player Soldier with the MQ‐9 Reaper Equipment Card
at a cost of 0 Resource points.

Special Mission Rules:

Treat the “Hostage Rescue” Objective card as being 1 card farther
from the Mission card.

Night Terror (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

There is an enemy headquarters that is far too heavily guarded during
the day. However, at night, the gunmen return to their homes in the
local city a few miles away. Stay low and move fast, or you’ll be
outnumbered very quickly, good luck commander.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgent
Short Patrol/Enemy HQ

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Use the Night rules and cards.

Special Mission Rules:

The ﬁrst turn there is a Soldier in a Location, treat the Rein. Roll as
being: 0‐.
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Taliban Horde (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

WE ARE BEING SURROUNDED!!! Get out there are defend our forward
base before it is overrun by the Taliban! Grab some guns and ammo,
and go to work. Get your men to the outer perimeter, and I’ll have the
men in the base guard from the walls!

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgents
On Foot/none

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Start the Mission with 57 Resource points.
Treat the Mission card as your Forward Operating Base (FOB), a ‐0
Loadout penalty, and no Time Limit.
Place the following Location cards: #2 Narrow Street, #3 Ruins, #4 City
Street, #5 Private Homes. You may place your selected Soldiers in any
of the Locations.
Start the Mission with (NPS) Mitton and (Squad) Garner in the FOB.
You cannot move them out of the FOB, but they still attack as normal.
These Soldiers do not count against your 57 Resource Points.

Special Mission Rules:

If there are any Hostiles in the FOB card at the end of any Soldier turn,
your FOB is Overrun, and the Mission ends in failure.
Do not perform Enemy Reinforce during the Mission. At the start of
every Soldier Turn, draw at least 5 points of Hostile cards for the 5th
Location card. Ignore and discard all Event cards. The Hostiles always
close range to your FOB during the Close Range steps. Continue until
the Hostile deck is empty. Do not shuﬄe Killed Hostiles back into the
Hostile deck.
You do not gain XPs for the Kills scored by Mitton and Garner. Do not
assign Hostile Targeting counters to Mitton and Garner.
When you draw Location cards or Break Contact cards, immediately
discard and redraw.
When you draw Stalker Hostile cards, place them in the FOB.

Victory:

The Mission ends in victory if you Kill all the Hostile cards before your
FOB is Overrun.
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We Deliver (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

We have 3 missions from Command, all slotted today. Your men are
being shipped all over the place, so each soldier can only participate
in one mission. Your 3 mission’s are as follows...

Operation Rules:

You may use each Soldier only once during the entire operation.
Completing your Objective gets you 3 Victory points, having a soldier
Medevaced costs you 1 VP. Compare your overall Victory Points to the
following: 9 = Great, 8 to 6 = Good, 5 and below = Failure

Available Soldiers:

Baynes, Wadyko, Espinoza, Stephens, Giacomelli, Minyard, and Seitz.

NPS Available:

Mitton, Villegas, Foster, and Samaniego

Squad Available:

Garner, Covert, Smith, and Barton.

Mission 1 Brieﬁng:

This will be the longest of your 3 Missions. You’ll be heading deep into
hostile territory, so I’m opening up your options for how you want to
equip your men.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgents
Going Deep/VIP Helicopter

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Soldiers present on this Mission cannot participate in Mission 2 or 3.
Start with 120 Resource points instead of 113, and only suﬀer a ‐2
Loadout instead of ‐4.

Special Mission Rules:

None.

Mission 2 Brieﬁng:

Your second Mission requires some ﬁnesse, and cunning. You’ll be
killing a local cartel kingpin, and he won’t come out of hiding until you
kill all of his hired muscle. Once all of his henchmen are killed, you can
take a shot at him before he makes a run for the jungle.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Jungle/Cartel
Covert/Cartel Boss

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Soldiers present on this Mission cannot participate in Mission 1 or 3.

Special Mission Rules:

You cannot inﬂict Kills on the “Cartel Boss” until the Objective card
has 0 Hostiles in it. Once this is achieved, you have until the end of
your next turn to Kill the Boss, or the mission ends in failure.
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Mission 3 Brieﬁng:

Eastern Europe. We have a lot of friendlies, and a lot more enemies
over there. You’re to sneak in via truck, and destroy an ICBM launcher.
The catch, it is a mobile launcher, and it’s on the move. It’s your job to
catch up to it and blow it apart.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Eastern Europe/Military
Into the Fray/ICBM Launcher

Special Set‐Up Rules:

At the end of the 4th turn and the 6th turn, if there are no Soldiers in
the Objective Location, the Objective card moves one further away
from the Mission card. Soldiers present on this Mission cannot
participate in Mission 1 or 2.

Special Mission Rules:

Equip 1 RPG‐7 to any Player Soldier at a cost of 0 Resource points. It
still costs Loadout points.

Fade to Black (by Dan Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

Once relevant ﬁlm maker Mikel Moor, has accepted a job with ISIS
making propaganda ﬁlms to further their recruitment activities.
Whatever he lacked in making ﬁlms for US audiences, he seems to
have found a receptive audience with the extremist crowd. Your sniper
team has been assigned the task of bringing his career to a kinetic end.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgent
In and Out/VIP Take Down

Special Set‐Up Rules:

You may not select more than 3 Soldiers for the Mission. Reduce the
cost of all “Veteran” Soldiers by 2.

Special Mission Rules:

All Kills inﬂicted on the VIP himself must come from a Range of exactly
two, and must be inﬂicted by a Riﬂe.
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There and Back (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

Today, we’re dropping your men into the dense foliage outside one of
their airbases. It is your job to destroy 1 of their Mi‐24 Hinds that
have been pounding our Ukrainian friends. After that, they’ll know
you’re there, and you’ll have to get back across the border! Our man
on the inside stashed some weapons and equipment to help you get
out of there in one piece, so take some time to look for the bag if you
can.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Eastern Europe/Military
Rural Drop Zone/Gunship and then Run for the Border.

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Place the “Gunship” Objective in Location 5. Increase the Mission time
to 25 turns, and increase the Loadout penalty to ‐2.
Start in the “Rural Drop Zone” Mission card, and complete the
“Gunship” Objective as normal. Once you Destroy the Gunship,
replace the “Gunship” Objective with the “Run for the Border”
Objective.

Special Mission Rules:

You may only Attack the Gunship if you are in its Location card.
After you complete the “Gunship” Objective, you may choose to
advance the Turn Counter 2 spaces to receive 15 Resource points of
Weapons and Equipment.

Long Range Diplomacy (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

I hope your men have spent some time at the sniper range, as your
next mission is all about long range precision. You’re sending out a
two man sniper team and engaging a local Chieftain working with the
Syrian military. The only catch is, you can’t move into a Location with
Hostiles, as they will radio your position and we’ll have to get you out
of there. Travel light and good luck Commander.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Military
On Foot/Insurgent Chieftain

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Use the “On Your Own” Sitrep card.
The Insurgent Chieftain Objective starts oﬀ activated when the
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Mission starts. You must select exactly 2 Player Soldiers. You cannot
select NPS or Squad Soldiers. One Soldier can only equip Riﬂes and
Pistols. The second Soldier must equip an SMG, but can also equip any
other Weapons.
Place the following Location cards. You do not need to pay XP or
Action costs to activate them. You still must pay standard Entrance
costs.
“Catwalk” in Location 2.
“Citadel” in Location 3.
“Narrow Street” in Location 4.
“Side Street” in Location 5.
“Shortcut” in Location 6.
Draw Hostiles for each of the 6 Locations when the Mission starts,
before the Soldiers take their ﬁrst Soldier Turn. Treat All Locations as
having +3 Hostile value. Discard and redraw all Event cards drawn.
Special Mission Rules:

Discard and redraw all Location cards drawn. Treat all Locations and
the Objective card as having a Reinforce of None. Both Soldiers must
be in the same Location card at the end of each Soldier Turn. Neither
Soldier can enter a Location if it contains Hostiles. Hostile cards
perform no actions until you Attack a Hostile card in their Location.
Once you Attack a Hostile card in a Location, treat all Hostile cards in
that Location as having just been drawn.

Night Wolves (by Dan Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

A team of Russian military advisors is covertly entering the city to
provide training to the local militia unit. Take them out, or our job is
going to get a lot harder.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Military
In and Out/Command APC

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Use the Night rules and cards.
You must select exactly 1 Player Soldier. You may not select NPS. You
must select 1 or more Squad Soldiers.

Special Mission Rules:

None.
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Wet Work (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

Time to move quiet and get close and personal. You’ll be moving
through the close city streets and back alleys of Moscow. You need to
get through the checkpoint into the city, so no big weapons, only
pistols and knives. There’s a local mob boss that has been feeding
intel on our activities to the KGB, so you’ll be killing his henchmen to
get into his penthouse, and take him out.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Eastern Europe/Military
Truck Deployment/VIP Takedown

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Increase your Mission Resources points to 35. You may not select
more than 3 Player Soldiers. You may not select Squad or NPS. Your
Soldiers may only perform Stealth Pistol and Knife Attacks during the
Mission.
Recon the Residential Location card.
Remove all Hostile cards from the game except: Patrol, and Perimeter
Security. Draw these as normal.

Special Mission Rules:

If you inﬂict a Suppress on a Reticle that is already Suppressed, treat it
as a Kill.

H2O (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

It’s been a long hot day, and your men are thirsty. Get them some
water with this Speedball, and get them back to base quickly, or
they’ll get dried out and lose cognitive ability.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgent
Short Patrol/VIP Kidnapping

Special Set‐Up Rules:

You cannot select NPS or Squad Soldiers.

Special Mission Rules:

Each Player Soldier must either use a Hydration Pack or Canteen
during every Soldier Turn, or they must discard all their Action cards
at the end of the Soldier Turn. Hydration Pack and Canteen still give
their normal card eﬀects. Ignore the “Limit” rules printed on the
Hydration Pack and Canteen cards.
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No Cocaine for You! (by Dan Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

Your team has been tasked with destroying a shipment of cocaine
coming out of the Columbian jungle. As you prepare for the mission,
you know that the forest surrounding the trail is crawling with Cartel
goons. If your team uses a non‐Stealth weapon, your mission will be
compromised. Based on the terrain, the only way to covertly approach
the drug trail is through an inclined forest hillside.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Jungle/Cartel
Covert/Intercept Drug Shipment

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Soldiers can only attack with Stealth Weapons during the mission. One
Soldier Recons the “Incline” Location card. You must play the Incline
for Location #3.

Special Mission Rules:

None.

Training Day (by Kevin Verssen)
Mission Brieﬁng:

You’ve been assigned another training mission, so take some rookies
out, teach them how to shoot straight, and get them up to speed. The
higher ups sent Shelton to Command school because they see
potential in him, so get him through the mission, and make sure the
rookies get some kills out there.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Jungle/Cartel
Going Deep/Enemy HQ

Special Set‐Up Rules:

You can only have 1 player soldier in the game, Shelton. Any other
Soldiers must be Squad or NPS. Shelton starts with 2 skills: “Squad
Fire” and “Squad Leader” for a cost of 0 Resource points each.

Special Mission Rules:

Each additional Soldier must score the last Kill on at least 3 Hostile
cards by the end of the Mission, or the mission ends in failure. Mark
each Squad or NPS Soldier with a spare counter to show how many
Hostile card Kills each has.
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Ending the Chieftain’s Reign (by Dan Verssen)
Operation Brieﬁng:

US forces in the Kandahar region of Afghanistan have recently come
under increased ﬁre from local Taliban forces. Patrols in the area have
linked the increased aggressiveness to a new Chieftain. Your team
must complete 3 missions to track down and eliminate the Chieftain.

Mission #1 Brieﬁng:

UAV’s have identiﬁed the house of a bomb maker linked to the
Chieftain. A Blackhawk will transport you as close as possible to the
bomb shop without alerting the hostiles to your presence. Make your
way to the bomb shop, destroy it, and gather all information on‐site
that might lead to the Chieftain’s identity and location.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgent
Short and Sweet/Bomb Shop

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Increase the Mission Time from 7 to 8.

Special Mission Rules:

You may not use Explosive attacks against the Bomb Shop. You must
inﬂict the 2 Kills needed to Destroy the Bomb Shop without using
Explosives.

Outcome Rules:

If this Mission ends in failure, end the Operation. If the Mission ends
in success, the Player Soldiers receive a total of 4 Campaign Points to
purchase new Skill cards.

Mission #2 Brieﬁng:

A laptop found in the Bomb Shop as revealed the location of the
Chieftain’s son‐in‐law. You will be transported aboard a C‐130
Hercules where you will perform a low altitude jump into his location
at dawn. It is then up to your team to apprehend the son‐in‐law and
extract him to a pick up zone where friendly forces will be waiting for
you.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgent
In and Out/VIP Kidnapping

Special Set‐Up Rules:

None.

Special Mission Rules:

During the 1st turn, one Soldier must spend 1 Action to apprehend
the son‐in‐law. Roll a die at the start of each Soldier Turn, on a 1 or 2,
the son‐in‐law attempts to escape. One Soldier must spend 1 Action
to prevent his escape. If no Soldiers pay the Action, he escapes, and
the Mission ends in failure.
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Outcome Rules:

If this Mission ends in failure, end the Operation. If the Mission ends
in success, the Player Soldiers receive a total of 6 Campaign Points to
purchase new Skill cards.

Mission #3 Brieﬁng:

With the help of the son‐in‐law, you have been able to identify the
Chieftain as well as his location. Your team will be ﬂown to the area in
a Blackhawk and then proceed on foot to the Chieftain’s location
where you will engage and eliminate the target. Speed is of the
utmost importance. You must reach the Objective before the Chieftain
becomes aware of your Mission and goes into hiding.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Insurgent
Helo Insert/Insurgent Chieftain

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Decrease the Mission Time from 12 to 10.

Special Mission Rules:

Add “Time Limit: 2 Turns” to the Insurgent Chieftain Objective card.

Bravo Two Zero, Scud Hunt, by Tristan Hall (ninjadorg)
Mission Brieﬁng:

Dropped deep behind enemy lines in Iraq, your mission was to ﬁnd
and eliminate a SCUD missile launcher re‐commissioned by a
powerful military commander. Unfortunately, your team has been
compromised by a local goat herder who alerted the local military.
After surviving initial contact with the enemy, your communications
have been severed. Your mission is now to eliminate the military
commander and his APC headquarters.

Region/Hostile:
Mission/Objective:

Middle East/Military
Going Deep/Command APC

Special Set‐Up Rules:

Soldiers suﬀer a Loadout ‐2 (instead of ‐4), but gain Mission Time +2.
Support Action cards cost 1 extra discard, but Stealth Action cards
cost 1 less discard. You cannot select Squad Soldiers. The Objective
has: +3 Entrance Cost, Reinforce 0‐4, and has a 3 Turn Time Limit.

Special Mission Rules:

None.
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